ESU Lok Programmer
Abbreviated user guide

Summary
The ESU LokProgrammer (LP) is an I/O interface tool that enables communication between a personal computer (PC) and decoder.
The LP is a small box that is placed in series between the decoder and PC.
A USB cable with integrated chipset connect the PC to LP
The LP has outputs to the track or ESU decoder tester
The main purpose of the LP is to write (known as flashing) firmware, CVs and sounds to the decoder.
The LP can also read out from a decoder to query the current settings on that decoder, including CVs.
The most common use of a LokProgrammer is to flash a sound project to the decoder.
Writing a sound project to a decoder can take up to 1 hour, depending on the file size of the sound project.
ESU's format for LokSound projects is .esux
It is common for DCCSound to send projects to customers who have access to a LP, such that they can update their decoders, often already fitted to models.
DCCSound periodically releases updates to sound projects, and it is best to keep models up to date with the latest firmware and available sound.
Each ESU LokSound decoder has its own unique serial number, stored in the decoder's memory.
DCCSound administers sound projects that are password protected and written specifically to a particular decoder. This means the decoder's serial number can be read out
by the customer using the LP. DCCSound can then be notified of that serial number, where the customer receives a protected sound project specific to that decoder.
The following pages summarise some of the tabs available through the LP GUI.

Project name
Menu
Menu icons

Driver’s cab
Direct interface to test decoders in a model or on a
decoder tester
Read / Write CVs
Direct interface read existing values of or new
CV values to connected decoder
Decoder
For defining a sound project from scratch this is the most
common tab to use
Information
Contains project information as well as functions for ESU
ECoS interface
Sound
Contains sound slots (channels) and links to sound
template libraries for adding sounds to a project

Decoder type
Returns the type of ESU decoder connected

Decoder address
Defines the short or long address of the decoder

Decoder test
Select the current address and select the green “Go” button. Power is then applied to the
connected decoder, emulating a DCC cab for testing purposes

Function keys
These keys reflect that of a typical NMRA compliant DCC cab

Function mapping
Defines what outputs, logic functions and/or sound slots are assigned to each DCC cab function button

To write a sound project to a decoder:
File > Show Wizard
Navigate to the *.esux file on your PC and select it
Firmware then CVs then sound files are written.
Note this process overwrites any existing sounds on the decoder

